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STUDENT: So it either has to be this one, that one, or that one, or maybe one of these are
wrong. Let's make sure...this one we think is right. Yeah.
STUDENT: Yeah.
STUDENT: This one...this one, yeah. Wait. This is...yeah, two point five. Yeah. Um, one point
three, yeah. And the zero point nine, yes. Uh, eighty divided by a hundred, yes. Right? Yeah. Or
is this one...or is this one that...that one? Because see, this is the hundredths place over here.
So then it should be this, right?
STUDENT: Yeah, you're right. Just take away these two dots. Just put the fraction over there
[inaudible] over there. Yeah, should be equivalent to this. Like eight times ten, eighty.
STUDENT: Uh-huh. So then this one, zero point twenty-five times zero point seventy-five, so
that's for sure. Zero point five, yeah, that's for sure. Let's see, um, this one equals zero point
thirty, so that's for sure. And then one fourth, yeah, that's for sure. And that one...
STUDENT: This goes over here, right?
STUDENT: Five point four goes all the way over here. And then where was...where is one
thirty?
STUDENT: One thirty?
STUDENT: The one right there. Take it off.
STUDENT: All right. Here.
STUDENT: And this...wait. This is one...yeah. Wait, are you sure?
STUDENT: Yeah. I think, yeah. Probably, yeah. All right, thirteen tenths, I think goes over here
because... Let me see the paper. All right. You have ten, five...yeah, it's this one.
STUDENT: What? Yeah, it's that one because it has...
STUDENT: I don't think it is.
STUDENT: Yeah, it is. You take away the three and that's ten over ten, that's one whole. And
then you put the whole right there...
STUDENT: Oh, I thought you meant...oh, yeah.
STUDENT: Peel that one off.
STUDENT: The twenty-five?
STUDENT: Yeah. Two point twenty-five.
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STUDENT: Like it's easier for us to solve compared to the yellow sheet. Like, it's harder
because it's a picture.
STUDENT: We can get the answer like we did this.
STUDENT: Yeah. Like, we could look at them and see, but, like, it's hard to tell if we're actually
right or wrong so we should do the blue one first, which is more helpful to be honest.
ERIKA ISOMURA: Ruchita and Federico, can you guys come here for a sec?
STUDENT: Here you go. Thank you!
ERIKA ISOMURA: So remember I asked you guys about the one-fourth of four?
STUDENT: Uh-huh.
ERIKA ISOMURA: And you said it was here because, like, four quarters make a dollar, and so
one-fourth of those four quarters would be twenty-five cents?
STUDENT: Mm-hm.
ERIKA ISOMURA: But then you put it here. Why did you put yours here?
STUDENT: Because you said it was like a number of a number.
ERIKA ISOMURA: Uh-huh.
STUDENT: It's a multiplication question.
ERIKA ISOMURA: So one-fourth times...four.
STUDENT: Four. Which equals one whole. Because, um, you have one piece...um, it takes four
pieces to make a whole. Then one piece times four, that's four pieces and that makes a whole.
ERIKA ISOMURA: So that one times four is the four pieces to make a whole.
STUDENT: Yeah.
ERIKA ISOMURA: Hm. So I'm a little puzzled because you totally made sense. I agree, four
quarters make a dollar, so one of those four quarters would be twenty-five cents. But then we
did study that for a long time, that of...in this context, it's a multiplication problem, and if I have
four things and I take one-fourth of it, that's one whole left.
Who's correct, even? Or are you both correct? Is it possible for it to be both one whole and
twenty-five hundredths? What do you think of their idea, Dylan? Does that make sense? Not do
you agree with it, but does that make sense that there's four quarters in a dollar, and if I took
one-fourth of those four quarters, I have one quarter?
STUDENT: Yeah.
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ERIKA ISOMURA: And then one quarter is twenty-five cents?
STUDENT: Yeah.
ERIKA ISOMURA: Do you think Dylan's make sense that one-fourth times four wholes would
give you one whole at the end?
STUDENT: Uh-huh.
ERIKA ISOMURA: So that's really weird because I haven't seen a problem really where it could
be both one whole and twenty-five hundredths, when it's the same card. So have you two glued
this one yet?
STUDENTS: No.
ERIKA ISOMURA: I'd like your two groups to hold off on gluing this part for now.
STUDENT: Okay.
ERIKA ISOMURA: Kind of think about it for a little while and maybe we're going to bring it to the
whole group and talk about that particular part before we all glue it, because it looks like you can
see the other side but [inaudible]. All right? And if you decide to change your mind or you could
come up with something new, let me know. Okay? I think that's an interesting question. I'm
going to write it down on the board so we can talk about it later.
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